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 When Dr. Eurvine Williams explained that he required all of his doctoral students to 
present at a minimum of two conferences and that the conference I select should be on the 
national or international level. I immediately began looking at conferences on the internet and 
conferences that I have attended as an educator. After working with Dr. Williams for three 
months and sharing my passion for technology, bilingual education and comparative 
international education, Dr. E. Williams refereed me to the NABE website. I worked 
collaboratively with Dr. Williams to develop my topic and proposal because I wanted to 
represent Illinois State University well. It was an honor to have my dissertation chair, Dr.  E. 
Williams co-present with me. 
 I presented at the 43rd National Association for Bilingual Education Conference in San 
Diego California, February 13, 2014.  The theme for this conference was “Sailing into the 21st 
Century: Multiple Languages, Multiple Paths, and Lifelong Advantages.”  The following topics 
were presented as they related to bilingual education: dual language enrichment education, 
English as a second language (ESL), second language acquisition, assessment and accountability, 
teacher training, multilingualism, multiculturalism, leadership, and research policy issues 
related to bilingualism and Dual Language Learners.  
 My proposal "Technology as an Alternative to Bilingual Education" was peer reviewed 
and accepted for presentation by NABE reviewers. This was my first experience with having a 
proposal or article reviewed for a journal or presentation.  Participating at the NABE conference 
afforded me the opportunity to network with other presenters and university personnel. There 
were a number of sessions that I attended that focused on bilingual education and dual 
language. I was interested in what other educators were doing to address diversity and dual 
language in the classroom. As an educator and technology coordinator, I wanted to connect 
with others who were addressing the aforementioned issues and learn how I could improve and 
assist dual language learners. I had the opportunity to listen to other dissertation topics and 
areas of interest, understand how to present and prepare for my dissertation defense and 
prepare for future conferences.  
 Dr. E. Williams was the chair and discussant for the SIG session. The order in which each 
of the topics for discussion were presented led to the next topic. I felt empowered by each of 
the presenters who were also working on their dissertations.  The on-going dialogue opened 
many doors for my continued interest in bilingual education and technology. I have a very 
strong background in integrating technology across the curriculum, and assistive technology. 
There were two presenters who present their dissertation research who demonstrated how 
NVIVO was used to assist with the coding process and interviewing. This provided insight for me 
because I am using INVIVO to assist me with the coding process, as well.  This opportunity 
encouraged me to continue with my passions and research. I left NABE thinking of a topic for 
this year's conference and how can I continue to contribute to the educational community.  



 There were two topics of interest to me: Bilingual Education and Diversity in Higher 
Education. I attended these sessions because I wanted to pursue a position in higher education 
and continue with my research interest with international education. The aforementioned 
sessions addressed such issues as: Diversity in the Work place, are we really addressing the 
issue of diversity in higher education, how to address the needs of bilingual students, equity 
and gender, and resources for bilingual education. The 43rd NABE conference was dedicated to 
the following topics: bilingual Education, dual language enrichment education, English as a 
second language (ESL), Second language acquisition, assessment and accountability, teacher 
training, Multilingualism, multiculturalism, leadership, and research policy issues related to  
Bilingualism and Dual Language Learners (NABE, 2014). 
 I would really like to thank Dr. Williams for requiring that I present at a conference, for 
encouraging and supporting my research interest, and working collaboratively with me to 
present at NABE.  Additionally, I would like to thank Dr. Patricia Klass for supporting and 
encouraging me to apply for the COE travel grant. This opportunity would not have been 
possible without their on-going support. I look forward to this opportunity again.  


